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Architecture and Performance of

The BayBridge: A High Speed
Bridge/Router Between FDDI and SMDS

Nick McKeown Richard Edell My T Le

Abstract

The BayBridge is a high performance bridge/router designed for high
throughput bridging and routing in hardware between twonetwork ports.
The first prototype may operate as an encapsulating two-port remote
bridge between FDDI and SMDS: FDDI rings are interconnected via the
public SMDS network operating at the SONETSTS-3c or DS3 rate. High
throughput is achieved by a specialized processor: The Protocol Con
verter, a programmable device for translating between network protocols
and making forwarding/routing decisions.

In this paper, we first present an overview of the system followed by a
description of the architecturewith specialemphasison the Protocol Con
verter. Finally the performance of The Bay Bridge is described in detail,
first as a bridge and then as a router operatingbetween FDDI and SMDS
or between FDDI and FDDI. With interfaces to FDDI and SMDS, The
Bay Bridge has a maximum bridging throughput of over 300,000 frames
per second and a maximum combined bridging/routing throughput of
over 250,000 packets per second. Methods arediscussed forincreasing the
throughput in particular applications.
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Bay Bridge

1 Introduction

As the number of high speed LANs increase, so does the need to connect these
networks within a metropolitan or wide area, thus expanding the boundary of
LANs beyond a building or campus. To maintain the quality of service of
fered by the LANs, a high performance Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) is
required. The MAN used to connect the high speed LANs must aim to maxi
mize the throughput and minimize the delay per packet. Switched MuHi-megabit
Data Service (SMDS) [1], proposed by Bell Communications Research, Inc.
(Bellcore) and offered by Regional Bell Operating Companies, enables LANs
to be interconnected beyond the customer premises, across a metropolitan or
wide area. SMDS offers a high throughput connectionless datagram service at
DS1 (1.5Mbps), DS3 (45Mbps), and STS-3c (155Mbps). LANs may be inter
connected over SMDS with a MAC layer bridge or network layer router (or
"gateway"). Bridging is suitable for a small number ofsites within an orga
nization. Routing is more suitable for larger networks and between different
organizations.

Foreffective bridging and routing between a high speed LAN such as FDDI and
ahigh speed MAN such as SMDS it isimportant that the bridge/router operates
at high throughput and low delay. Although a high performance router between
FDDI and ATM has been described elsewhere [2], thedesign and performance of
a high speed bridge or router between FDDI and SMDS has not been reported.

The Bay Bridge was built to investigate high performance bridging and routing
between FDDI and SMDS. The STS-3c rate for SMDS waschosen because it is
a near match to the FDDI rate and enables high speed bridging and routing to
be investigated.

In the remainder ofthis paper, we shall describe the architecture operation and
performance ofThe BayBridge. In Section 2 we shall consider the objectives of
the work and an overview ofthe functional operation of The BayBridge. We
then describe the architecture ofthe system inSection 3 with emphasis on the
Programmable Protocol Converter. In Section 4 we consider the throughput
performance and per-packet processing time of The BayBridge operating as an
FDDI-SMDS bridge/router and asan FDDI-FDDI bridge/router.
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2 System Overview

2.1 Objectives

Aplatform, known asThe BayBridge1, has been built to investigate high perfor
mance bridging and routing inhardware, based on aprogrammable bridge/router
board connected to a host workstation. As examples oftwo high speed networks,
FDDI and SMDSwere chosen. However, the architecture is not limited to these
network protocols.

Thefirst implementation was designed with the following objectives:

• High Throughput and low per-frame2 processing delay.

• SMDS interface at SONET STS-3c 155Mbps and DS3 45Mbps using cus
tom built DQDB MAC chip.

• Expandable Address Tables.

• Configurable as FDDI-SMDS or FDDI-FDDI, bridge or router.

• Investigate Programmable Protocol Conversion.

2.2 Functional Overview

For bridging, the system complies with the proposed IEEE 802.1g Remote
Bridge Draft Standard and the proposals of the IEEE 802.6 Multiport Bridge
Committee [3, 9]. Hardware routing assist is achieved by the Protocol Con
verter. This is described in Section 3.1.2. When routing, the system complies
with the recommendations for the transmission of IP packets over FDDI and
SMDS [4, 5].

A typical application and topology isshown in Figure 1. FDDI frames are en
capsulated into a single SMDS message and transmitted across the Subscriber
Network Interface3 to the Metropolitan Switching System (MSS). The SMDS
message is then delivered to one or more remote BayBridges. A host interface
provides an FDDI and SMDS interface to a local workstation. The local host
runs the Network Management agent, the FDDI Station Management Process

^he project initially focusaed on high speed bridging, but later enhanced the design to
include hardware routing. Hence thename "The BayBridge"

throughout this paper we will use the word "frame" to describe aMAC Layer protocol
data unitandthe term "packet" to refer to a Network Layer protocol data unit.

3The Subscriber Network Interface is theDQDB protocol ofIEEE 802.6
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Figure 1: A typical topology interconnecting FDDI rings. Each FDDI ring may
contain local bridges conforming to the IEEE 802.1D Standard.

and enables a network manager to set local and remote addresses as well as
monitor network performance parameters. For routing, the host is also respon
sible for receiving packets of unknown destination and updating the address
tables (see Section 3.1.2) and running the usual Interior and Exterior Gateway
Protocols [6, 8, 7, 13]. For bridging, the workstation runs the Spanning Tree
Bridge Topology algorithm [9,10].

3 Architecture

Figure 2 is a block diagram of The BayBridge architecture [11]. The system
consists of four main blocks: the Bridge/Router Board, the SMDS Interface,
the FDDI Interface and the Host Interface.

The interfaces between blocks (Port A, Port Band the Host Port) are identical
but separate busses. This eliminates the bottleneck ofa single shared system
bus. Each interface consists of two unidirectional data busses and a control bus
for reading and writing configuration registers. Each data bus is 32-bits wide
with a "Tag-bit" to delimitprotocol data units, a write control line to indicate
that the data is valid and a full-flag for flow control. This common interface
allows the system to be configured as an FDDI-SMDS, FDDI-FDDI or SMDS-
SMDS bridge/router. Alternatively, the FDDI Board or SAR Board may be
connected directly to the SBus DMA card, or may be used to test each board
using one or more of the SBus DMA cards.
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Figure 2: System Architectureshowing mainfunctional blocks. The five shaded
boxes indicate each circuit board.
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Figure 3: Format of Address Tables entries.

3.1 Bridge/Router Board

The Bridge/Router Board is responsible for making per-frame decisions. For
bridging, this includes forwarding and filtering of frames. For routing, this
includes the calculation of header checksums, decrementing the Time To Live
field, and next-hop determination. This is carried out by a pair of Protocol
Converters and the Address Tables.

3.1.1 Address Tables

Theaddress table provides storage for 4096 addresses (expandable with a daugh
terboard). Each entry consists of64 bits ofassociative memory (CAM) and 64
bits of non-associative memory (RAM). The format ofthe entriesis determined
by the Protocol Converter microcode, i.e., the hardware does not restrict the
format. Asan example, the format used for bridging between FDDI and SMDS
is shown in Figure 3. The unrestricted format enables physical and network
addresses to co-exist in the address tables. The address type is indicated in
each table entry.

The Address Tables may be accessed by either Protocol Converter or the at
tached workstation. Access is arbitrated on a round-robin basis. The RAM is
accessed byfirst obtaining a match in the CAM, and then loading the index of
the matching CAM entry intoa memory address register.
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3.1.2 Protocol Converter

This is a custom built, microcoded unit, optimized for fast conversion between
network protocols. A blockdiagramis shown in Figure 4.

For a simple, flexible and fast design, a horizontal micro-instruction is used. As
a result, a wide range of micro-instructions are available to the programmer for
performance optimization. The microcode is developed using a user-definable
instruction set and a custom assembler. The assembled microcode is downloaded
to each Protocol Converter during initialization.

Duringthe processing ofa frame, the converter searches for patterns in protocol
headers (e.g. MAC headers, LLC, SNAP, IP) using the ALU and stores the
frame header in the Header FIFO. The Protocol Converter arbitrates for and
consults the Address Tables to make forwarding and filtering decisions. When
a decision has been made, the output frame is built and forwarded to one or
more output channels. Frames destined for the other network interface are
forwarded to the Other Portchannel, frames destined for the host are forwarded
to the Host channel. Logging frames may also be sent to the local host to log
performance statistics or to provide call-billing information. Call logging is
user defined as part of the downloaded program to the Protocol Converter.
For example, a logging frame could be sent to the host each time a frame is
forwarded to facilitate billing. The logging frame could contain a timestamp
(one clock cycle resolution), the source address, destination address and frame
length. Forperformance monitoring, an ALU register could be used to count the
totalnumber offrames forwarded. Every time the register overflows, a logging
frame could besent to the host containing an identifier and a timestamp.

We now describe how the Protocol Converter is used for (1) MAC Level Bridging
and (2) Hardware Routing Assistance:

1) MAC Level Bridging; Forwarding, Filtering and Learning
Forwarding and Filtering: "
Referring to Figure 2, assume that Port A is connected to an FDDI network
interface and that Port B is connected to an SMDS interface. All FDDI frames
from the ring are passed to the Bridge/Router Board across Port A, delimited
by a Tag bit. Protocol Converter A (PCA) is located at the input to Port A.
When a frame arrives, PCA reads the header one byte at a time, checking each
header field as it proceeds. The first byte of an FDDI frame will contain the
Frame Control (FC) field indicating whether the frame is for LLC or SMT,
contains 16or 48-bit addresses, etc. If it is an SMT frame, then it is sent to the
host via the Host channel.

If the frame is not an SMT frame, the Protocol Converter arbitrates for and
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consults the Address Tables. The FDDI Destination Address (DA) is used as
an index into the Address Tables. If a match occurs, the Copy Bits are read
from the table to decide where to send the frame. The copy bits may indicate
that:

1. The frame is to be copied to the host.

2. The encapsulated frame is to be copied to the SMDS interface. The SMDS
message header is built by the Protocol Converter and sent to the Other
Port Channel. The SMDS destination address is read from the Associated
Data Table in the Address Tables. The FDDIframe is copied to the Other
Port Channel followed by the SMDS message trailer.

3. Theframe is to be copied to bothports. TheSMDS message header issent
to the Other Port Channel, the FDDI frame is copied to both channels
and the SMDS message trailer is sent to the Other Port Channel.

4. The frame is not to be copied to either port. This is because the frame
is destined for another station on the same FDDI ring and therefore it is
not forwarded.

If a match does not occur in the Address Tables, then the destination is un
known. A multicast SMDS frame is built and theencapsulated frame is sent to
every bridge in the Bridge Group.

SMDS messages arrive across Port B and arereceived by Protocol Converter B
(PCB). First of all PCB may perform optional address validation of the SMDS
source address and the FDDI destination address. The SMDS address is verified
inthe address tables to be part ofthe bridge group. This is an optional security
measure to check that the frame was received from a legal source. The FDDI
destination address ischecked inthe address tables to check whether it should be
delivered to the local FDDI ring. If the copy bits indicate that the frame should
be copied only to the SMDS port, then we may deduce that the encapsulated
FDDI frame was delivered in error and is dropped. Following the validation,
the FDDI frame is removed from the SMDS frame. The (FDDI source address,
SMDS source address) pair are loaded into and learnt by the address tables.
Theframe is then forwarded to the FDDI ring.

Learning:
The Protocol Converter updates the Address Tables to learn the addresses
of stations on the local and remote networks. PCA learns the source address
(IEEE 48-bit format) ofall passing FDDI frames and updates the Address Tables
indicating that frames destined to this address should not be copied from the
FDDI ring (case 4 above). When PCB decapsulates FDDI frames from SMDS
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messages, the source address of the remote FDDI station is stored in the Address
Table, along with the associated remote bridge address (E164) (case 2 above).

2) Hardware Routing Assistance.
Hardwarerouting assistance is provided to the host by the Protocol Converter.

The Address Tables are used to hold a cache ofNetwork Layer Addresses (we
shall assume here that the network layer is IP). Theseare addedas static entries
by the host. When a frame arrives the Protocol Converter consults the Address
Tables to see if the IP address is known. If it is, the Protocol Converter makes
any necessary changes to the IP header, i.e., decrements the Time To Live
field and updates the Checksum, and builds the new MAC frame required by
the destination port. Fragmentation may also be performed by the Protocol
Converter. If the Network Address is not known the frame is sent to the host.
The host consults its address tables and network to physical address resolution
cache and determines the destination address for the frame. After forwarding
the frame, the host updates the Address Tables so that in future the Protocol
Converter will route the frame in hardware. Note that the Protocol Converter
does not conform to the regular model in which the routing decision is made
in two stages: first the IP address of the next-hop is determined and then the
IP address is bound to a physical address. Higher performance is achieved by
carrying out both stages at once, but requires the host to update the address
tables accordingly. Also note that header prediction is not performed. Header
prediction witha cache ofone header could bereadily performed bythe Protocol
Converter but has not been investigated.

3.2 SMDS Interface

The SMDS Interface to The BayBridge is described in detail in [12] and is not
discussed here.

3.3 FDDI Board

The FDDI board is a standard design and is not described in detail here. We
use the AMD FDDI Supernet chipset to control access to the FDDI ring and a
64Kword packet buffer between the FDDI MAC and the Bridge/Router Board.
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3.4 Host and SBus DMA Card

The Host is a SunSPARC Station andacts primarily asa monitor andmanager;
it is not involved in bridging data packets between the two networks.

4 System Performance

4.1 Performance Characterization

In order to understand the performance of a bridge or router, the per-packet
processing may be broken down into its constituent components: header pro
cessing and data copying. For bridging, header processing includes making a
destination port decision andmay include encapsulation. Datacopying consists
of copying the MAC-layer frame. For routing, header processing includes the
next-hop routing decision, changing header parameters and may include frag
mentation control and the recalculation of checksums. Data copying consists
ofcopying the network-layer packet. In most systems, the data copying rate is
faster than the data rate ofthe network ports andso does not provide a bottle
neck. The bottleneck is almost invariably the header processing time. This is
the case for The BayBridge. The data copying is always 1 byte per 50ns cycle,
whereas the header processing depends onthe complexity of the protocol.

To analyze the performance of The BayBridge we break down the per-frame
or per-packet processing time into the header processing time, %dr (T%dr for
bridging and T£dr for routing) andthe data copying time. We will further divide
Thdr into the decision time by each protocol converter operating in parallel,
Tpc the address-table lookup time of the shared address tables, Tat and where
relevant, the encapsulation time Tenc.

From the header processing time we will infer the maximum throughput. For
bridging, the maximum number ofbridged frames per second per port isdenoted
BFPSport and for routing the maximum number of routed packets per second
perport is denoted RPPSport. These are given by,

BFPSt'port —

1hdr

RPPS,'port —
?hdr

Aggregate throughput of both ports operating simultaneously will be denoted
BFPSagg and RPPSagg respectively. The calculation ofBFPSagg and RPPSagg
depends on the particular configuration and is described later.
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For bridging, we will also deduce the minimum size frame that may be bridged
back-to-back continuously without filling the system buffers. This will be de
noted Lhmin. Similarly for routing we will define Lrmin for IP packets4.

Note that for routing wewillnot take into account packets of unknowndestina
tion that must be sent to the host. The performance of this path is not known
at this time.

4.2 Bridging Performance

We will consider the performance of The BayBridge operating as a MAC-layer
bridge in twoconfigurations: first as an FDDI-SMDS bridge, then as an FDDI-
FDDI bridge.

4.2.1 FDDI-SMDS Bridging

The bridging performance ofThe BayBridge operating in this configuration will
be different in each direction. We shall first consider the performance from
FDDI to SMDS, but first it is interesting to compare the maximum rate of
frame arrivals from FDDI and departures over SMDS operating at 155Mbps.
Assuming minimum length FDDIframes of 20bytes, the maximum arrivalrate
is 625,000 frames per second. An SMDS frame (L3-PDU) containing an en
capsulated, minimum length FDDI frame is at least 65 bytes long (excluding
optional CRC for SMDS and any padding bytes). This requires two 44-byte
cells corresponding to a maximum encapsulated frame rate over SMDS ofjust
177,305 frames per second. Figure 5shows how thisoverhead becomes less sig
nificant for longer FDDI frames. But it is not until the FDDI frames reaches
236 bytes that the departure rate matches the arrival rate. Furthermore, it is
not untilthe arriving FDDI frames arelonger than 450 bytes that the departure
rate will always exceed the arrival rate.

The time for The BayBridge to bridge one FDDI frame to SMDS, encapsulating
the frame intoan SMDS L3_PDU is made up ofthe following components:

Protocol Converter Set-Up 33 cycles

Address Lookup 30 cycles

Address Learning 25 cycles

4Cleaiiy, if the average packet length islarger than L min, the finite buffer space may still
overflow. But this will depend on the incomingtrafficpatterns and is not considered here.
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Figure 5: Overhead ofbridging one FDDI frame over SMDS requires at least
two cells because of the large overhead of the SMDS frame header and the
LLC/SNAP fields.
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Building SMDS Header 45 cycles

Copying FDDI frame 1 cycle per byte

where one cycle is 50ns. Hence, 3jdr = 6.65jis. The per-frame processing time
is dominated by the time to build an SMDS header (36 bytes plus 8 bytes of
LLC/SNAP header). The protocol converter must also calculate the BAsize
(length) field that appears in the SMDS header and the padding bytes. As we
shall see, theaddress lookup takes longer than for FDDI-FDDI bridging because
a 64-bit SMDS address must beretrieved from theaddress tables. Theper-frame
processing time corresponds toa maximum throughput of, BFPSport = 150,375
frames persecond per port. With static address tables allocated bythenetwork
administrator the throughput increases by 23% to BFPSport = 185,185 frames
per second per port. However, we shall not consider the option ofstatic address
tables for FDDI-SMDS asthis would potentially lead toredundant frames being
passed over and billed by the SMDS service.

Figures 6 illustrates the performance ofone port ofThe BayBridge for FDDI-
SMDS bridging with learning. The per-frame overhead time, T^dr is broken
down into T}e, T*t, and T*nc. We see from the graph that for a learning bridge,
back-to-back frames of length, Lbmin = 187 bytes may be forwarded.

We now consider the performance of The BayBridge bridging from SMDS to
FDDI:

Protocol Converter Set-Up 24 cycles

Validate SMDS Source Address 24cycles

Validate FDDI Destination Address 18 cycles

SMDS/FDDI Address Learning 32 cycles

Discard SMDS Header 4 cycles

Copying FDDI frame 1 cycle per byte

where one cycle is50ns. Hence, 2jdr = b.lOfis. This corresponds to a maximum
throughput of BFPSport = 196,078 frames per second per port. We could
consider increasing the performance to BFPSport = 256,410 by not validating
the SMDS source address and further toBFPSport = 333,333 by assuming that
all arriving encapsulated FDDI frames are destined for this ring. However, as
can be seen from Figure 7, these measures are not needed unless the average
incoming encapsulated FDDI frame contains less than Lbmin = 23 bytes ofdata.
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Figure 6: Performance of one port of The BayBridge for FDDI-SMDS bridging
with source address learning.
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Figure 7: Performance ofone port ofThe BayBridge for SMDS-FDDI bridging
with and without SMDS source and FDDI destination address validation.

Figures 7 illustrates the performance ofone port ofThe BayBridge for SMDS to
FDDI bridging respectively with and without SMDS source address validation
and FDDI destination address validation. The per-frame overhead time, T^dr

^"at- Without address checking, Lhmin = 0 bytes.isbroken down into 3jc and T&

4.2.2 Aggregate FDDI-SMDS Bridging

The aggregate throughput of The BayBridge for FDDI-SMDS bridging is not
as straightforward as for FDDI-FDDI bridging because of the asymetric use
of the address tables and the constraint that encapsulated frames can not ar
rive with a separation of less than 2 cell times over the SMDS interface. The
aggregate throughput calculation is illustrated in Figure 8. Assume that back-
to-back minimum length frames arrive over the FDDI interface and that frames
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Figure 8: Calculation of aggregate throughput for FDDI-SMDS bridging in
both directions simulataneously. After processing of frames starts at time 0,
contention for the address tables will lead to repetitive cycles ofconstant length,
6.65/15.
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Figure 9: Calculation ofaggregate throughput for FDDI-SMDS bridging inboth
directions simulataneously without address validation by the SMDS interface.
Atmaximum throughput, repetitive cycles occur ofconstant length, 34.2/zs.

arrive over the SMDS interface every 2 cell times (5.68/is). The processing falls
intoa recurring cycle oflength 6.65|is in which time two frames are processed.
This corresponds to an aggregate throughput BFPSagg = 300,751 frames per
second.

If addresses are not validated on the SMDS interface then the situation is more
comphcated still, see Figure 9. This time the recurring cycle will be 34.2/is long
in which time 11 frames are bridged. This corresponds to just a 7% increase in
aggregate throughput to BFPSagg = 321,637 frames per second.

4.2.3 FDDI to FDDI Bridging

The time to bridge one frame ismade upofthe following components:
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Protocol Converter Set-Up 18cycles

Address Lookup 18 cycles

Address Learning 25 cycles

Copying FDDI frame 1 cycle per byte

Hence, T^dr = 3.05/zs.

This corresponds to a maximum throughput ofBFPSport = 327,870 packets
per second per port and BFPSagg = 465,116 aggregate frames per second. It is
interesting to compare thiswith the performance that may be obtained if static
address tables are assigned by the network administrator: BFPSport = 555,555
packets per second per port and BFPSagg = 1.1 million aggregate frames per
second.

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the performance ofone port ofThe BayBridge for
FDDI-FDDI bridging with and without learning respectively. For a learning
bridge, back-to-back frames oflength Lhmin = 64 bytes may beforwarded. For a
statically allocated address table, Lbmin = 26. This may be compared with the
minimum length TCP/IP packet of48 bytes [4].

4.3 Routing Performance

The routing performance described here covers the routing ofIP packets that
conform to the proposed standards for FDDI and SMDS [4, 5]. It is assumed
that the IP checksum is not checked, but simply modified to reflect the change
in the Time To Live field. Fragmentation may be required in SMDS to FDDI
routing, but is only required for packets longer than 4500 bytes. As we are only
considering small packets here, fragmentation will be ignored.

4.3.1 FDDI to SMDS IP routing

The time for The BayBridge to route one IP packet in hardware from an FDDI
network to an SMDS network is made up ofthe following components:

Protocol Converter Set-Up 40 cycles

Building LLC/SNAP & IP Headers 65 cycles

Address Lookup 21 cycles
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Figure 10: Performance of one port of The BayBridge for FDDI-FDDI bridging
with source address learning.
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Figure 11: Performance ofone port ofThe BayBridge for FDDI-FDDI bridging
with static address tables.
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Figure 12: Performance ofone port ofThe BayBridge for FDDI-SMDS routing
with and without simultaneous bridging with learning.

Address Learning 25 cycles (ifalso bridging)

Copying IP packet 1 cycle per byte

Hence, Ijdr = 7.55/i« which corresponds to amaximum throughput of RPPSport
132,450 packets persecond per port. Ifthe router is not also working as a bridge
then the throughput increases by 19.8% to RPPSport = 158,730 packets per
second per port.

Figure 12 illustrates theperformance for FDDI to SMDS routing with and with
out simultaneous bridging. With bridging, continuous back-to-back IP pack
ets containing Lrmin - 143 bytes of data may be routed. Without bridging,
L'min = 101.
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4.3.2 SMDS to FDDI IP routing

The time for The BayBridge to route one IP packet in hardware from an SMDS
network to an FDDI network is made up of the following components:

Protocol Converter Set-Up 40 cycles

Building LLC/SNAP & IP Headers 35 cycles

Address Lookup 19 cycles

Address Learning 32 cycles (if also bridging)

Validate SMDS Source Address 24 cycles

Copying IP packet 1 cycle per byte

Hence, 7jdr = 7.50/xs. This corresponds toamaximum throughput ofRPPSport
133,333 packets persecond perport. Iftherouter is not also working asa bridge
and SMDS source addresses are not validated then the throughput increases by
59.6% to RPPSport = 212,766 packets per second per port.

Figure 13 illustrates the performance ofone port of The BayBridge for SMDS-
FDDI routing with and without bridging and SMDS source address validation.
Lmin = 197 Mes in this case and drops to Lrmin = 20 bytes if the router is
not simultaneously acting as a bridge and if SMDS source addresses are not
validated.

4.3.3 Aggregate FDDI-SMDS DP Routing

Using the same technique as illustrated in Figure 8 we determine the aggregate
throughput for FDDI-SMDS IP routing. With simultaneous bridging in both
directions and with address validation, RPPSagg = 266,666 aggregate packets
per second. Without simultaneous bridging or address validation, throughput
increases by 40%, and RPPSagg = 372,3406 aggregate packets per second.

4.3.4 FDDI-FDDI IP Routing

The time for The BayBridge to route one IP packetin hardware fromone FDDI
network to another FDDI network is made up of the following components:

Protocol Converter Set-Up 40 cycles
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Figure 13: Performance ofone port ofThe BayBridge for SMDS-FDDI routing
with and withoutsimultaneous bridging and address validation.
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Building LLC/SNAP & IP Headers 35 cycles

Address Lookup 19 cycles

Address Learning 25 cycles (if also bridging)

Copying IP packet 1 cycle per byte

Hence, 7%dr =5.95/*s. This corresponds to amaximumthroughput ofRPPSport
168,067 packets per second per port. Ifthe router is not also working as abridge
then the throughput increases by 26.6% to RPPSport - 212,766 packets per
second per port.

Figure 14 illustrates the performance of one port of The BayBridge for FDDI-
FDDI routing with and without learning. As can be seen from the figure,
Lmin —89 bytes if the router is also acting as a bridge. This decreases to
Lmin = 48 bytes if the router does not learn MAC addresses.

4.3.5 Aggregate FDDI-FDDI IP Routing

For FDDI-FDDI routing, the address tables donot provide a bottleneck andso
the aggregate throughput is simply twice the per-port throughput. With simul
taneous bridging RPPSagg = 336,1346 packets per second and without bridging
increases by 26%, to RPPSagg = 425,530 aggregate packets per second.

4.4 Summary of Performance

Table 1 summarizes the bridging performance for The BayBridge configured as
an FDDI-FDDI and FDDI-SMDS bridge and Table 2 summarizes the bridging
performance for The BayBridge configured as a router.

5 Conclusions

We have described in some detail architecture, function and performance ofThe
BayBridge for interconnecting FDDI LANsover the public SMDS network. Total
aggregate throughput for FDDI-SMDS was shown to exceed 300,000 frames per
second for bridging and 250,000 packets per second for routing. We have also
presented results for FDDI-FDDI bridging and routing. In this configuration,
the aggregate bridging throughput increases by over 50% to more than 450,000
frames per second.
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Figure 14: Performance ofone port of The BayBridge for FDDI-FDDI routing
with and without simultaneous bridging with learning.
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Configuration Per port or
Aggregate

Conditions Throughput
(frames/sec)

rp0

1hdr Lmin
(bytes)

FDDI to SMDS 1 port learning 150,375 6.65 187
static 185,185 5.40 145

SMDS to FDDI 1 port address

validation

196,078 5.10 23

no address

validation

333,333 3.00 0

FDDI-SMDS Aggregate learning 300,751 — —

learning &
no validation

321,637 ^~* ~~—

FDDI-FDDI 1 port learning 327,870 3.05 64

static 555,555 1.80 26
Aggregate learning 465,116 — —

static 1,111,111 — —

Table 1: Summary of bridging performance for different configurations of The
BayBridge.

Configuration Per port or
Aggregate

Conditions Throughput
(frames/sec)

Vidr
(US)

rr

(bytes)
FDDI to SMDS 1 port with bridging 132,450 7.55 143

no bridging 158,730 6.30 101
SMDS to FDDI 1 port bridging &

vaUdation

133,333 7.50 197

no bridging
or vaUdation

212,765 4.70 20

FDDI-SMDS Aggregate bridging &
vaUdation

266,666 — —

no bridging
or vaUdation

372,340 ~~~ ——•

FDDI-FDDI 1 port with bridging 168,067 5.95 89
no bridging 212,765 4.70 48

Aggregate with bridging 336,134 — —

no bridging 425,530 — —

Table 2: Summary of routing performance for different configurations of The
BayBridge.
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5.1 The Cost of Encapsulation, Validation and Learning
for FDDI-SMDS

It is worth summarizing the reasons for the lower performance when bridging
between FDDI and SMDS rather than between FDDI and FDDI. These are:

Encapsulation — building the encapsulating SMDS and LLC/SNAP head
ers takes 2.25/is and contributes 33.8% of the time to bridge one packet
from FDDI to SMDS. Although encapsulation is necessary for bridging,
the processing time is made worse by a large number of SMDS header
fields and 8 bytes ofLLC/SNAP header (redundant, in the authors' opin
ion [12]).

SMDS Source Address Validation — in a private LAN such as FDDI, it
is not usual for a local bridge to vaUdate that a frame was received from a
known host: in fact, in a learning bridge, there may be nosuch thing as a
"known host" at start-up. But in an encapsulating bridge, where frames
are received from a small number ofremote bridges, it is feasible to verify
that the frame was received from alegitimate member ofthe bridge group.
This is prudent when frames are received over a pubUc network. But we
see that in this implementation, vaUdation contributes over 23% of the
time to process a frame received from SMDS. It should perhaps be left to
the discretion of the network administrator to determine whether source
address vaUdation is necessary.

FDDI Destination Address Validation — A potential benefit offered by
an encapsulating bridge is that aU encapsulated FDDI frames received
across the SMDS interface are potentiaUy forstations reachedvia the local
FDDI ring. This means that filtering is not strictly necessary. However, a
bridgecould receive an unnecessarily multicastSMDS frame from a remote
bridge with less informative address tables than its own (the remote bridge
may have only recently joined the group or could have no room left in
its address tables). The receiving bridge may know that the frame is
not destined for this FDDI ring and discard it. This potentially reduces
traffic on the local ring. But it comes with a penalty ofalmost lfis per
frame, reducing the maximum throughput by over 17%. This is almost
certainly not worth it, particularly as the remote bridge should quickly
learn the correct address to forward frames to. Also, unlike SMDS, in
most organizations the FDDI service is not charged per-frame.

Another large component of the per-frame processing time is address learning
for bridging. This contributes almost 20% ofthe processing time in the FDDI
to SMDS direction and over 30% in the SMDS to FDDI direction. This is even
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more marked in the case ofFDDI to FDDI bridging inwhich an increase of138%
is achieved ifno learning is carried out. Alarge improvement in throughput
could be achieved by adopting ascheme to reduce the time spent learning during
periods of high throughput. For example: (1) source addresses could bestored
in a separate FIFO and learnt during a less busy time, for example when the
input FIFO becomes empty or when a frame is forwarded that is much longer
than Lmin\ (2) many source addresses could be packed into a single frame and
sent to the local host, which could periodically update the address tables; (3)
source addresses could be learnt on every n-th frame that is received. Source
addresses from busy stations will stiU be learnt in a short time with an increase
in performance.

5.2 Improving Performance Further

We have seen that high performance and flexibility is provided bythe Protocol
Converter. This isinpart due to itscustomized design and partly because both
Protocol Converters are able to operate in paraUel for most of the time. But
there are a number oflimitations ofthe current design thatare being considered
for follow-on work:

Multiple Ports. The current design only aUows two network interfaces. The
architcture is fully-connected and does not lend itself to expansion to
more ports. We are currently considering a design based on a fully-
interconnected backplane using a fast, parallel crosspoint switch. The
switch would effectively be an ATM LAN switch [14] with high speed
bridging and routing capabilities on each port. Each port would contain
one or more network interfaces and an integrated Protocol Convertersion
unit.

Shared Address Tables. The current design is limited, in some configura
tions, by the bandiwdth of the address tables. This would become more
of bottleneck with the multiple port configuration described above. To
overcome this, we are considering the use of a separate address-cache for
each port. This could be in two levels —a large associative cache using
a CAM and a small on-chip cache of similar size to a translation looka
side buffer (TLB) used in conventional processors. In addition, one or
more ports would be used for large dedicated address tables for looking
up unknown physical or network addresses. If the local cache(s) does not
contain the destination address, the central address tables are consulted.

Header Prediction. A further advantage of the TLB cache is that MAC or
IP headers could be cached and used as templates for header prediction.
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